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Abstract—The study entitled “The Construction of Interactive Computer Multimedia Instruction on Basic Japanese Vocabulary” was aimed: 1) To construct the interactive computer multimedia instruction on Basic Japanese Vocabulary, 2) To find out multimedia’s quality, 3) To examine the student’s satisfaction and 4) To study the learning achievement in Basic Japanese vocabulary. The sampling group used in this study was composed of 40 1st year student in Educational Communications and Technology Department, Faculty of Industrial Education and Technology, King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi, in the academic year 2553 B.E. (2010). According to research results, we found that 1). The quality assessment by 3 mass media experts was at 4.72 on average or at high level. 2) In terms of contents, the evaluation by 3 experts was at 4.81 on average or at high level. 3) In terms of achievement, there was a statistical significance between before and after the treatment at the .05 level. 4) The satisfaction of students towards the interactive computer multimedia Instruction on “Basic Japanese Vocabulary” was 4.35 on average, or at high level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The world nowadays has expanded widely in terms of economics. Japan is one of the countries which have an important role in Thailand in terms of economics and culture. Languages are a tool which can be used by people from different cultures to communicate especially Japanese language for Thai people who need to communicate with Japanese people. Although there is an increasing demand in learning Japanese language, there is a shortage of instructors and books to meet such needs. Hence, this study was aimed to construct an interactive computer multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary, which will prove useful for Japanese learners.

Multimedia is a kind of mixed media in one format. This may include pictures, sounds, texts or animations to provide knowledge or information for learners. Due to advances in computer technology nowadays, computer multimedia designers can apply various types of media to integrate into computer system. Technology in computer has progressed quickly and has become one part of human life. Therefore, application of computer technology in classroom can take place to meet the demands in computer users who can make use of it in various manners both directly and indirectly [1] - [4]. According to such reasons, the researchers decided to construct an interactive computer multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary so that learners can learn by themselves at any time. Moreover, this can reduce the individual differences, resulting in freedom for learning. Such interactive computer multimedia instruction can gain attention and stimulate learners to keep tracks with the lessons. The researchers realize the importance of such learner-based instruction and their participation in instructional activities to meet the objectives as described below.

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The research objectives were as follows: 1) To construct an interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary 2) To find out the quality of the developed interactive online multimedia instruction 3) To examine the student’s satisfaction towards the interactive online multimedia instruction 4) To study the student’s learning achievement in Basic Japanese vocabulary

III. POPULATION AND SAMPLING GROUP

A. Population

The population in this research was 57 first-year students in Educational Communications and Technology Department, Faculty of Industrial Education and Technology, King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi, in the academic year 2553 B.E. (2010).

B. Sampling Group

The sampling group in this study was composed of 40 first-year students in Educational Communications and Technology Department, Faculty of Industrial Education and Technology, King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi, in the academic year 2553 B.E. (2010). They were chosen through simple random sampling method.
IV. TOOLS USED IN THIS STUDY
The tools used in this study were as follows:
1) The interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary
2) A quality assessment form for the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary
3) Two learning achievement tests which are a) pretest containing 20 questions with 4 multiple choices for each question and b) posttest containing 20 questions with 4 multiple choices for each question
4) A satisfaction evaluation form for learners who use the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research methodology follows one-group pretest-posttest design. The research steps were as follows:
1) An introductory lesson was given to the learners. This included steps and how to process with the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary.
2) Learners took a pretest. After finishing the introductory lesson, students did a pretest containing 20 questions with 4 multiple choices for each question to know the level of students. Then the pretest score was calculated for each person in order to analyze their learning achievement in the future.
3) The sampling group learned from the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary.
4) After finishing the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary, students did a posttest containing 20 questions with 4 multiple choices for each question
5) The sampling group filled out the satisfaction evaluation form about the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary.
6) The data were collected from the experts in contents and experts in mass media. The data from the learning achievement test as well as the data from the satisfaction evaluation form would be analyzed to find out the mean score.

VI. DATA ANALYSIS
The data analysis was as follows:
1) The quality of the interactive online multimedia instruction was analyzed using the following statistical techniques: percentage, mean and standard deviation from the data given by the experts in contents and the experts in mass media.
2) The learning achievement of learners was analyzed using dependent samples t-test from the pretest and posttest scores.
3) The satisfaction of students towards the interactive online multimedia instruction was analyzed using percentage as a statistical technique from the data in the satisfaction evaluation form.

VII. RESEARCH RESULTS
The research results from the construction of interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary was that the multimedia instruction followed 3 important learning steps as in
1) Pretest
2) Contents
3) Posttest
Learners can learn by themselves and they can use this interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary as a supplementary material for their course in Japanese language. There were 4 units as follows:
1) Meat
2) Vegetables and fruits
3) Bakery
4) Fast food restaurants
Besides the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary, there were tools to evaluate the quality in terms of contents and mass media production: the quality assessment form for the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary and the satisfaction evaluation form for the sampling group.
According to the experts in mass media, the quality assessment in terms of mass media for the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary was 4.72 on average with standard deviation of 0.44. Compared to the criteria, it was at very good level.

According to the experts in contents, the quality assessment in terms of contents for the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary was 4.81 on average with standard deviation of 0.29. Compared to the criteria, it was at very good level.

The learning achievement was analyzed using the difference between pretest and posttest scores with t-test. It was found that the calculated t-test value was 21.39, higher than the t-test from the table (1.32) with statistical significance at the .05 level. This means that students showed an increase in their learning achievement with statistical significance at the .05 level. The interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary could help students understand and know Japanese vocabulary. The sampling group showed real learning achievement in compliance with the hypothesis.

According to the sampling group who used the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary, their satisfaction towards the instruction was 4.35 on average with standard deviation of 0.64. Compared to the criteria, it was at high level.
VIII. RESEARCH DISCUSSION

It could be found that the developed interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary was assessed by the experts and that it could meet the research objectives in terms of contents and mass media at a good level. The learning achievement of students who used the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary was analyzed by pretest and posttest scores showed that their posttest score was higher than pretest score with statistical significance at the .05 level. This was similar to the research into the computer multimedia instruction on “The Development of Computer Multimedia Game-Based Instruction on English Idioms for the 2nd Educational Range at Bannakhao School” [5]. It was found that the students showed higher posttest score than pretest score with statistical significance at the .05 level.

As for the student’s satisfaction towards the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary, it was found that students showed a high level of satisfaction towards the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary. This is similar to research into the construction of computer multimedia instruction on “The Construction of Computer Instruction Package Entitled Multimedia Design and Development” which showed that their population satisfaction was 4.35 on average, or at high level [6].

IX. SUGGESTIONS

A. Suggestions for Application of Research Results

Here are suggestions for application of results from the research into the interactive online multimedia instruction on basic Japanese vocabulary.

1) The research showed that the quality of the instruction was at very good level due to a systematic manner of design for the computer lesson. Therefore, teachers should apply these 5 steps in their construction of other lessons: analysis, design, development, application, and revision including assessment.

2) In terms of contents and presentations, the research results showed that a well presented lesson is due to its interactions with learners and content relevancy.

B. Suggestions for Further Research

Here are suggestions for further research.

1) There could be a comparative study into Computer Multimedia Instruction to compare between conventional and online classroom students.

2) There could be research into the construction of Computer Multimedia Instruction on other subject contents.
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